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From the author of the Agatha Raisin television series...DEATH OF A CHIMNEY
SWEEP: A Hamish Macbeth MysteryIn the south of Scotland, residents get their
chimneys vacuum-cleaned. But in the isolated villages in the very north of
Scotland, the villagers rely on the services of the itinerant sweep, Pete Ray, and
his old-fashioned brushes. Pete is always able to find work in the Scottish
highlands, until one day when Police Constable Hamish Macbeth notices blood
dripping onto the floor of a villager's fireplace, and a dead body stuffed inside the
chimney. The entire town of Lochdubh is certain Pete is the culprit, but Hamish
doesn't believe that the affable chimney sweep is capable of committing murder.
Then Pete's body is found on the Scottish moors, and the mystery deepens.
Once again, it's up to Hamish to discover who's responsible for the dirty
deed--and this time, the murderer may be closer than he realizes.
"Smart, sexy, and oh-so romantic." ---Mary Balogh, New York Times bestselling
author THEY CALL HIM THE DUKE OF MURDER... The gossips whisper that
the new Duke of Murdoch is a brute, a murderer, and even worse--a Scot. They
say he should never be trusted alone with a woman. But Megan Windham sees
in Hamish something different, someone different. No one was fiercer at war than
Hamish MacHugh, though now the soldier faces a whole new battlefield: a
London Season. To make his sisters happy, he'll take on any challenge--even
letting their friend Miss Windham teach him to waltz. Megan isn't the least bit
intimidated by his dark reputation, but Hamish senses that she's fighting battles
of her own. For her, he'll become the warrior once more, and for her, he might
just lose his heart.
Two misfit sleuths search for a street hustler’s killer in this mystery series debut
first published in 1980 and set in Boston’s gay scene. Daniel Valentine is a gay
bartender and former social worker. Clarisse Lovelace is his straight pal who
works in real estate. They make an unconventional investigative duo—but
sometimes unconventional is exactly what’s called for. When Billy Golacinsky, a
teenage street hustler, is found dead on the lawn of a homophobic lawmaker,
everyone wants the case swept under the rug. Everyone except Valentine and
Lovelace. Now they’re combing through Boston’s gay scene—from bars to bath
houses—in a time before AIDS, yet full of other dangers.
Death of a ValentineGrand Central Publishing
Death of a Kingfisher
Death of a Poison Pen
Death of a Greedy Woman
Beatrice Young Cozy Cat Mysteries (the Collection, Books 1-5)
Death of a Liar
From the author of the Agatha Raisin television series...DEATH OF A DREAMER: A
Hamish Macbeth MysteryThe rugged landscape of Scotland attracts dreamers who
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move north, wrapped in fantasies of enjoying the simple life. They usually don't
last, but it looks as if Effie Garrard has come to stay. When Constable Hamish
Macbeth calls on her, he's amazed that she weathered the difficult winter. But
Effie is quite delusional, imagining that she's engaged to local artist Jock Fleming.
Later, Effie is found in the mountains, poisoned by hemlock.
Travel to the Scotland Highlands with this classic Hamish Macbeth cozy mystery
from the author of the Agatha Raisin series. Death of a Poison Pen: A Hamish
Macbeth Mystery When the residents of Lochdubh begin receiving poison pen
letters, no one takes them seriously. But Constable Hamish Macbeth fears them,
and his instincts prove correct when the postmistress is found hanging from a
rope with a vicious poison pen letter at her feet.
From the author of the Agatha Raisin television series...DEATH OF A NAG: A
Hamish Macbeth MysteryLochdubh constable Hamish Macbeth is more dour than
ever after losing both his promotion and his girl, the loyal Priscilla HalbourtonSmythe. A trip to a charming seaside inn with his dog Towser is meant to raise his
sagging spirits. Instead, he arrives at "Friendly House" to find the ambiance
chilling, the food inedible, and his fellow guests less than neighborly. There's an
amorous spinster, two tarty girls, a retired military man, a secretive London
family, and Bob Harris, who so nags his wife, Doris, that everyone wants to kill
him. Then somebody does. Soon Macbeth is called upon to act -- to dig into the
past and deep into the heart to deliver something more daunting than merely the
culprit: Justice.
Miss Julia discovers that her Princess Diana ring replica and other jewelry pieces
have been stolen, and she packs up Little Lloyd, Etta Mae Wiggins, and an
inebriated private investigator in order to catch the thieves in Palm Beach.
The Trouble with Dukes
Jess Castle and the Eyeballs of Death
Milady in Love
Death of a Dustman
Miss Julia Strikes Back

From the New York Times bestselling author of the Agatha Raisin television series,
travel to the Scotland Highlands with this classic Hamish Macbeth cozy mystery.
Returning from a vacation, Constable Hamish Macbeth senses a dark cloud of evil
hanging over his Scottish village of Lochdubh. Newcomer Catriona Beldame has cast a
bewitching spell over the town, causing the local men to visit her cottage at all hours of
the night and infuriating the women. Hamish suspects that she is a great danger to the
town. Before he can prove that Catriona is truly wicked, she is brutally murdered-and
Hamish becomes the prime suspect in the case. The constable will call upon the
assistance of a pretty female forensic expert as he attempts to clear his name . . . and
perhaps even find some romance. But when more violence breaks out, loyal Hamish
must use all his detective skills to restore peace to his beloved village.
Anna finds herself in a new job ? that of District Ranger in Rocky Mountain?s National
Park. Paul Davidson, her long-time love, is a thousand miles away. Dropped into the
middle of a mystery that has had the park in a state of turmoil for six weeks, she at first
thinks it?s solved itself ? until the voices start ? voices without bodies ... until the small
slayings turn into bigger, and even the most obtuse administrator must realize
something is desperately wrong in the mountains.
No one in Lochdubh expects Dorothy to stay for long... She is, after all, entirely
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unsuitable. She's an uptown girl, used to a fancy lifestyle in the big city of Glasgow.
She'll never fit in. And how is that work-shy rogue Hamish Macbeth supposed to get
anything done when his new assistant is such a distraction? The village needs a police
sergeant who can get on with his job, not one who's constantly swooning over his pretty
young constable. Yet PC Dorothy McIver quickly shows how determined she is to win
over the locals, and she certainly seems to bring out the best in Macbeth. Then comes
a brutal murder and the pair find themselves plunged into a tangled web of conspiracy
that acquires a sinister strand when the chilling shadow of Glasgow's underworld
creeps to the Highlands and the peaceful village of Lochdubh. Through it all, the bond
between Hamish and Dorothy grows ever stronger. Has Hamish Macbeth finally found
the love of his life - and can he track down the murderer before any hope he has for a
blissful future is destroyed? 'This Hamish Macbeth novel maintains Beaton's distinctive
voice and includes the usual village eccentrics, loads of Scottish lore, and the light
humor that Beaton fans have loved through the years. . . A definite purchase for all
mystery collections' Starred Review, Library Journal 'Unmissable!' Peterborough
Telegraph Praise for the Hamish Macbeth series: 'First rate ... deft social comedy and
wonderfully realized atmosphere.' Booklist 'It's always a treat to return to Lochdubh.'
New York Times 'Readers will enjoy the quirks and unique qualities of the cast ...
Beaton catches the beauty of the area's natural geography and succinctly describes its
distinct flavour.' Library Journal 'Befuddled, earnest and utterly endearing, Hamish
makes his triumphs sweetly satisfying.' Publishers Weekly
Travel to the Scotland Highlands with this classic Hamish Macbeth cozy mystery from
the author of the Agatha Raisin series. Death of a Bore: A Hamish Macbeth Mystery
Minor writer John Heppel has a problem--he's a consummate bore. When he's found
dead in his cottage, there are plenty of suspects. But surely boredom shouldn't be
cause for murder, or so thinks Constable Hamish Macbeth.
A Hamish MacBeth Mystery
Down the Hatch
Death of a Ghost
Death of a Dreamer
Death of a Policeman

Travel to the Scotland Highlands with this classic Hamish Macbeth cozy mystery
from the author of the Agatha Raisin series. Death of a Kingfisher: A Hamish
Macbeth Mystery When Scotland is hit by the recession, Police Constable
Hamish Macbeth notices that the Highland people are forced to come up with
inventive ways to lure tourists to their sleepy towns. The quaint village of
Braikie doesn't have much to offer, other than a place of rare beauty called
Buchan's Wood, which was bequeathed to the town. The savvy local tourist
director renames the woods "The Fairy Glen," and has brochures printed with a
beautiful photograph of a kingfisher rising from a pond on the cover. It isn't
long before coach tours begin to arrive. But just as the town's luck starts to turn,
a kingfisher is found hanging from a branch in the woods with a noose around
its neck. As a wave of vandalism threatens to ruin Braikie forever, the town
turns to Hamish Macbeth. And when violence strikes again,the lawman's
investigation quickly turns from animal cruelty to murder.
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After a dead body is found stuffed up a chimney and then lovable chimney
sweep Pete Ray also ends up dead, it is up to Police Constable Hamish Macbeth
to scour the Scottish highlands to find out who is responsible for the dirty deeds.
(mystery & detective). By the best-selling author of Death of a Valentine.
Simultaneous.
From the author of the Agatha Raisin television series...DEATH OF A DUSTMAN:
A Hamish Macbeth MysteryThe garbage collectors in Britain are still called
dustmen, and Lochdubh's dustman is an abusive drunk named Fergus Macleod.
When Fergus is put in charge of a recycling center and dubbed the
"environment officer," Constable Hamish Macbeth smells trouble. Sure enough,
Fergus soon becomes a bullying tyrant with his new power. And after his body is
found stuffed in a recycling bin, no one's sorry-including his long-suffering
family. But Macbeth is surprised to find that many of the despicable dustman's
victims refuse to talk. And when violence strikes again, the lanky lawman must
quickly unearth the culprit among a litter of suspects . . . before a killer makes a
clean getaway.
Amazing news is spreading like wildfire across the Scottish countryside: the
most famous of all Highland bachelors, police sergeant Hamish Macbeth, is
planning to marry at last! Everyone in the village of Lochdubh adores Josie
McSween, Hamish's newest constable and blushing bride-to-be. While locals
think she is quite a catch, Hamish has a severe case of pre-nuptial jitters... after
all, if it wasn't for the recent murder of a beautiful woman in a neighbouring
village there wouldn't be a wedding in the first place. For it was a mysterious
Valentine's Day card - delivered to the victim before her death - which initially
drew Hamish and Josie together in the investigation. And now, as they work side
by side, they soon discover that the woman's list of admirers was endless confirming Hamish's suspicion that love can be deaf, blind... and deadly!
Death of a Bore
Death of Yesterday
Amateur Corpse
Death of a Nag
Travel to the Scotland Highlands with this classic Hamish Macbeth cozy mystery where an
unladylike gossip columnist meets an untimely and watery death. From the author of the
Agatha Raisin series. When society widow and gossip columnist Lady Jane Winters joined the
fishing class, she wasted no time in ruffling the feathers--or was it the fins?--of those around
her. Among the victims of her sharp tongue and unladylike manner was Lochdubh Constable
Hamish Macbeth. Yet not even Hamish thought someone would permanently silence Lady
Jane's shrills--until her strangled body is fished out of the river. Now with the help of the lovely
Priscilla Halburton-Smythe, Hamish must angle through the choppy waters of the tattler's life to
find the murderer. But with a school of suspects who aren't ready to talk and dead women
telling no tales, Hamish may be in over his head, for he knows that secrets are dangerous,
knowledge is power, and killers usually do strike again.
'This is the most cheerful book about murder I've ever read. If the writings of Agatha Christie
and Peter Kay ever had a baby, I like to think it would read something like this' The Bookbag
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Welcome to Castle Kidbury - a pretty town in a green West Country valley. It's home to all sorts
of people, with all the stresses and joys of modern life, but with a town square and a proper
butcher's. It also has, for our purposes, a rash of gory murders ... ***Fast-paced and funny, this
is a must-read for all fans of a classic murder mystery - think The Vicar of Dibley meets
Midsomer Murders *** Jess Castle is running away. Again. This time she's running back home,
like she swore she never would. Castle Kidbury, like all small towns, hums with gossip but now
it's plagued with murder of the most gruesome kind. Jess instinctively believes that the
hippyish cult camped out on the edge of town are not responsible for the spate of crucifixions
that blights the pretty landscape. Her father, a respected judge, despairs of Jess as she
infiltrates the cult and manages, not for the first time, to get herself arrested. Rupert Lawson, a
schooldays crush who's now a barrister, bails her out. Jess ropes in a reluctant Rupert as she
gatecrashes the murder investigation of DS Eden. A by-the-book copper, Eden has to admit
that intuitive, eccentric Jess has the nose of a detective. As the gory murders pile up, thereʼs
nothing to connect the victims. And yet, the clues are there if you look hard enough. Perfect for
fans of MC Beaton, this is cosy crime at its most entertaining and enthralling.
From the author of the Agatha Raisin television series...DEATH OF YESTERDAY: A Hamish
Macbeth MysteryWhen a local woman tells Sergeant Hamish Macbeth that she doesn't
remember what happened the previous evening, he doesn't begin to worry. She had been out
drinking, after all, and he'd prefer not to be bothered with such an arrogant and annoying
woman. But when her body is discovered, Hamish is forced to investigate a crime that the only
known witness--now dead--had forgotten.
Travel to the Scotland Highlands with this classic Hamish Macbeth cozy mystery from the
author of the Agatha Raisin series. Death of a Gentle Lady: A Hamish Macbeth Mystery Gentle
by name, gentle by nature. Everyone in the sleepy Scottish town of Lochdubh adores elderly
Mrs. Gentle - everyone but Hamish Macbeth, that is. Hamish thinks the gentle lady is quite sly
and vicious, and the citizens of Lochdubh think he is overly cranky. Perhaps it's time for him to
get married, they say. But who has time for marriage when there's a murder to be solved?
When Mrs. Gentle dies under mysterious circumstances, the town is shocked and outraged.
Chief Detective Inspector Blair suspects members of her family, but Hamish Macbeth thinks
there's more to the story, and begins investigating the truth behind this lady's gentle exterior.
A Highland Christmas
Death of an Honest Man
Death of a Green-Eyed Monster
An Agatha Raisin Mystery
Death of a Chimney Sweep
Travel to the Scotland Highlands with this classic Hamish Macbeth cozy mystery from the
author of the Agatha Raisin series. Death of a Policeman: A Hamish Macbeth Mystery Local
police stations all over the Scottish Highlands are being threatened with closure. This presents
the perfect opportunity for Detective Chief Inspector Blair, who would love nothing more than to
get rid of Sergeant Hamish Macbeth. Blair suggests that Cyril Sessions, a keen young police
officer, visit the town of Lochdubh to monitor exactly what Macbeth does every day. Macbeth
hears about Blair's plan and is prepared to insure that Cyril returns back to headquarters with a
full report. But Cyril is soon found dead and Hamish quickly becomes the prime suspect in his
murder.
Nobody in the Scottish town of Cnothan had much liked William Mainwaring. The abrasive
Englishman rubbed everyone the wrong way. And now that he's been murdered, nobody
seems to mind. Constable Hamish Macbeth happens to be on temporary duty in Cnothan
when the killer strikes, and now, like it or not, he's got to solve the crime and bring the killer to
justice. But the closed-mouthed locals seem to be hiding many secrets. And as Hamish slowly
pieces together a tale of illicit romance, secret vices, real-estate swindles and witchcraft, he
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begins to wonder if he will soon be joining Mainwairing.
A wealthy laird's guests are trapped in his estate during a furious storm--but when the laird
turns up dead, Scotland's most quick-witted but unambitious policeman, Hamish Macbeth, is
on the case in this delightful new short story in M.C. Beaton's New York Times bestselling
series. When Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is sent to investigate reports that the wealthy new
laird of the remote Naglar House has disappeared, north-west Scotland is hit by the worst
storm in living memory. The road is washed away, phone lines are down, mobile reception is
dead and his police radio is out of order. He is trapped with the laird's high-class house guests.
Then he discovers the laird's body. Forced to remain overnight at the house, Hamish
interviews each of the guests and pieces together an alarming picture of clandestine infidelity,
vicious jealousy, deadly revenge, lust, greed and fear. It begins to look like all of the guests
had good reason to want the laird dead, but which one of them actually did the deed?
Travel to the Scotland Highlands with this classic Hamish Macbeth cozy mystery from the
author of the Agatha Raisin series. Death of a Greedy Woman: A Hamish Macbeth Mystery
There's not a cloud in Constable Hamish Macbeth's sky, just plenty of warm sunshine and not
quite enough of beautiful Priscilla Halburton-Smythe. But as eight hopeful members of the
Checkmate Singles Club converge on Tommel Castle Hotel for a week of serious
matchmaking, the clouds roll in. The four couples, carefully matched by dating director Maria
Worth, immediately dislike each other. The arrival of Maria's gross, greedy partner, Peta, kills
the last vestige of romance. And as love goes out the window, murder comes in the door. Peta
soon slurps up her last meal, and Hamish is left with a baffling puzzle: Who shared the fateful
outing that left Peta dead with a big red apple in her mouth? Surely not of those singles...
Death of a Nurse
Death of a Maid
Death of a Gentle Lady
Death of a Snob
The Illustrated World of Mortal Engines

It was a dark, blustery afternoon in spring, and the city of London was chasing a
small mining town across the dried-out bed of the old North Sea. So begins Philip
Reeve's Mortal Engines, the first book in his epic post-apocalyptic series of giant
motorized cities on wheels. But how did the world end up like this? What led to
the downfall of our civilization, and to the rise of the Traction Cities that roam the
Great Hunting Ground to attack and devour each other? Now, for the first time,
discover the untold future history of Traction. This lavishly illustrated book
contains incredible tales of fearsome Zagwan warriors riding war-zebras into
battle, daring air-traders flying the Bird-Roads in search of adventure, and the
mysterious plague-ridden wasteland of the Dead Continent that was formerly
known as 'North America'. This definitive companion guide includes detailed
maps, fascinating character profiles, and stunning colour illustrations from
incredible artists, including Ian McQue, David Wyatt, Aedel Fakhrie, Maxime
Plasse, Rob Turpin, Philip Varbano and Amir Zand. MORTAL ENGINES is soon to
be a major motion picture.
M. C. Beaton's New York Times bestselling Hamish Macbeth series continues
with a new mystery featuring Scotland's most quick-witted but unambitious
policeman. James Harrison has recently moved to a restored hunting lodge in
Sutherland with his gorgeous private nurse Gloria Dainty. When Hamish visits
Mr. Harrison to welcome him to the neighborhood, the old man treats him very
rudely. Gloria apologizes for her employer's behavior, and Hamish takes the
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plunge and invites her out for dinner. On the appointed evening, Hamish waits for
Gloria at the restaurant. And waits. Gloria never shows up. Four days later,
Gloria's body washes up on the beach near Braikie. Now without a date and
without his former policeman Dick Fraser (who left the force to buy a bakery),
Hamish must find out who killed the beautiful new resident of Sutherland, and
why, before the murderer strikes again....
Poor Lord Anselm, left with the care of his cheeky young ward, with only her
calm and competent governess to aid him. But all was not as it seemed, or so he
learned very nearly too late.
THE FIRST ANNA PIGEON NOVEL—WINNER OF THE AGATHA AWARD. The
fascinating hero of Nevada Barr’s award-winning series—park ranger Anna
Pigeon—has brought an unyielding love of nature and sense of fair play to the
mystery genre. Track of the Cat is the acclaimed novel that first introduced
readers to Anna, as a woman looking for peace in the wilderness—and finding
murder instead… Patrolling the remote West Texas backcountry, Anna’s first job
as a national park ranger is marred by violence she thought she had left behind:
the brutal death of a fellow ranger. When the cause of death is chalked up to a
mountain lion attack, Anna’s rage knows no bounds. It’s up to her to save the
protected cats from the politics and prejudices of the locals—and prove the kill
was the work of a species far less rare…
Vermilion
The Dead Harlequin
Death of a Laird
Death of a Valentine
Hard Truth
A fun and quirky whodunit set in the Scottish Isles tests police
officer Hamish MacBeth in this Christmastime murder mystery from
New York Times bestselling and Agatha Raisin television series
author M.C. Beaton. Believing that someone is trying to murder
her, gorgeous Jane Wetherby asks Hamish Macbeth to spend
Christmas with her and an exclusive group of friends at her
Scottish island health farm. With a cold in his head and no
place to go for the holidays, Hamish accepts her invitation. He
thinks the lady is a bit daft, but, arriving on the lonely isle
of Eileencraig, he feels a prickle of foreboding. The locals are
openly threatening; the other guests, especially a terrible snob
named Heather Todd, are barely civil. So when Heather meets an
untimely end, Hamish knows he doesn't have far to look for the
culprit. The only snag in his investigation is that all the
guests were in the house when Heather vanished. Now, as
mysterious events abound on Eileencraig, Hamish must work
through the holiday sniffles to find the killer-or else it will
be a very miserable Christmas indeed . . .
Beloved New York Times bestseller M. C. Beaton's cranky, crafty
Agatha Raisin—now the star of a hit T.V. show—is back on the
case again in Down the Hatch. Private detective Agatha Raisin,
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having recently taken up power-walking, is striding along a path
in Mircester Park during her lunch break when she hears a cry
for help. Rushing over, she finds an elderly couple, Mr. and
Mrs. Swinburn, in the middle of the green—with the body of an
old man lying at their feet. The man, who the coroner determines
died by poisoning, was known as "the Admiral," a gardener
notorious for his heavy drinking, and Chief Inspector Wilkes
writes the death off as an accident caused by the consumption of
weedkiller stored in a rum bottle. Agatha is not convinced that
anyone would mistake weedkiller for rum but carries on with her
work at Raisin Investigations, until she receives an anonymous
tip that the Admiral’s death was no accident. Local gossip
points to the Swinburns themselves as the killers, spurred by a
feud at the club where they, as well as the Admiral, were
members. Distraught at this accusation, they turn to Agatha to
clear their name, and she takes the case—despite the warnings of
Chief Inspector Wilkes. Agatha encounters one suspicious
character after another, becoming further enmeshed in the
Admiral’s own dark and shady past. And when she's run off the
road, narrowly escaping with her life, and then another attack
occurs, it becomes clear that someone doesn’t want the case
closed—and will stop at nothing to prevent Agatha from solving
it.
When Mr. Satterthwaite visits a new exhibit at the Harchester
Galleries, there is one painting that bears an unusual likeness
to a mysterious acquaintance of his, Mr. Quin. In one bold move
he purchases the canvas on the spot, and in another invites the
artist of “The Dead Harlequin” to dine with him that night, with
an empty place at the table set for Mr. Quin. Dinner
conversation soon turns to the setting of “The Dead Harlequin,”
the doomed and ghostly house Charnley, where many have perished
under tragic circumstances. But when a new guest is announced,
it is not Mr. Quin but famed comic stage actress Aspasia Glen,
who demands that she be given that very painting. Then comes a
frantic telephone call from Alix Charnley herself, and Alix has
the same request. What is the meaning of the painting, and can
it shed any light upon the happenings at Charnley?
From the author of the Agatha Raisin television series...DEATH
OF A VALENTINE: A Hamish Macbeth MysteryAmazing news has spread
across the Scottish countryside. The most famous of highland
bachelors, police sergeant Hamish Macbeth, will be married at
last. Everyone in the village of Lochdubh adores Josie McSween,
Macbeth's newest constable and blushing bride-to-be. While
locals think Josie is quite a catch, Hamish has a case of
prenuptial jitters. After all, if it weren't for the recent
murder of a beautiful woman in a neighbouring village, there
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wouldn't be a wedding at all. For it was a mysterious
Valentine's Day package--delivered to the victim before her
death--that initially drew Hamish and Josie together on the
investigation. As they work side by side, Hamish and Josie soon
discover that the woman's list of admirers was endless,
confirming Hamish's suspicion that love can be blind, deaf . . .
and deadly.
Death of an Outsider
Death of a Perfect Wife
A Hamish Macbeth Short Story (Digital Original)
Death of a Witch
Track of the Cat

From the author of the Agatha Raisin television series... DEATH OF A LIAR: A
Hamish Macbeth Mystery Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is alarmed to receive a
report from a woman in the small village of Cronish in the Scottish Highlands.
She has been brutally attacked and the criminal is on the loose. But upon
further investigation, Hamish discovers that she was lying about the crime. So
when the same woman calls him back about an intruder, he simply marvels at
her compulsion to lie. This time, though, she is telling the truth. Her body is
found in her home and Hamish must sort through all of her lies to solve the
crime.
Maria Worth has come to hate her partner, Peta Gore, who has become the
bane of her otherwise successful business life. When Peta turns up at a
gathering in a remote village, everyone bands together in mutual loathing - but
does someone hate her enough to kill her? Hamish Macbeth investigates.
Sergeant Hamish Macbeth--Scotland's most quick-witted but unambitious
policeman--returns in M.C. Beaton's new mystery in her New York Times
bestselling series. From the author of the Agatha Raisin series. When Police
Sergeant Hamish Macbeth hears reports of a haunted castle near Drim, he
assumes the eerie noises and lights reported by the villagers are just local
teenagers going there to smoke pot or, worse, inject themselves with drugs.
Still, Hamish decides that he and his policeman, Charlie "Clumsy" Carson, will
spend the night at the ruined castle to get to the bottom of the rumors once
and for all.There's no sign of any ghost...but then Charlie disappears through
the floor. It turns out he's fallen into the cellar. And what Hamish and Charlie
find there is worse than a ghost: a dead body propped against the wall. Waiting
for help to arrive, Hamish and Charlie leave the castle just for a moment--to
eat bacon baps--but when they return, the body is nowhere to be seen. It's
clear something strange--and deadly--is going on at the castle, and Hamish
must get to the bottom of it before the "ghost" can strike again...
4.4/5 Series Average Star Rating On Amazon! 55+ Reviews! "Just too much
fun. I read to relax at night, and I love cat stories. This one is great." "These
cats are amazing! This wonderful book came along at a time when I wanted a
light read ... I really hope this will be just the first of many." "Go Beatrice,
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Matthew and 4-legged feline crime fighting gang! Fast moving cute cozy cat
mystery." "If you haven't read a cozy mystery then The Beatrice Young Cozy
Cat mysteries are a great way to start. Likable characters and cats, what more
could you want?" Welcome to the small town of Ashbrook, New Hampshire
where sixty-two-year-old Cozy Cat Café owner Beatrice Young solves crimes
with the help of her three felines: Hamish, Lucky and Petunia. Featuring a
beloved cast of characters including the grumpy Sheriff Roy, Beatrice's exhusband and best friend Matthew and Zoe the zany pastry chef, this cozy cat
mystery series is a paw-sitively delightful read for mystery fans and cat
fanciers alike. This boxed set includes all five books in the Beatrice Young Cozy
Cat Mysteries series: THE COUNTERFEITER-CATCHING CAT THE EXTORTION
CAT-ASTROPHE THE TAIL OF THE SECRET IDENTITY THE PURRFECT
HALLOWEEN PRANK THE SANTA CLAWS BANDIT ...PLUS A BRAND NEW SHORT
STORY FEATURING BEATRICE & THE CATS ...PLUS ALL NEW BONUS MATERIAL
100,000+ words in total. BOOK DESCRIPTIONS THE COUNTERFEITER-CATCHING
CAT: The leaves have turned and autumn has finally come to the small town of
Ashbrook, New Hampshire. Beatrice Young, the sixty-two-year-old owner of the
Cozy Cat Café, is busy slinging coffee for tourists. Yet when her everperceptive Maine Coon cat, Hamish, sniffs out a fake twenty-dollar bill, the
hunt is on to find its maker. THE EXTORTION CAT-ASTROPHE: The Ashbrook Fall
Fair is around the corner and Beatrice Young, the sixty-two-year-old owner of
the Cozy Cat Café, is gunning to finally win the prestigious baking competition.
Yet when her friend Nathan rushes in with a wild tale of extortion ten years in
the making, it's up to Beatrice and her cats Hamish and Lucky to hunt down
the culprit. THE TAIL OF THE SECRET IDENTITY: Bernie Sullivan is Ashbrook,
New Hampshire's beloved mayor. That is, until he winds up dead. Such a pawsitively dreadful event calls for the assistance of Beatrice Young, the sixty-twoyear-old owner of the Cozy Cat Café, and her crime-solving cats Hamish and
Lucky. As the truth about the mayor's past comes to light, they discover that
Bernie was not at all who he pretended to be. To complicate matters further,
there's a new cat on the scene-the pretty Petunia, who has Hamish and Lucky
duking it out for her attention. Not to mention that Beatrice's ex-husband and
best friend Matthew has a date. What's Beatrice to do? THE PURRFECT
HALLOWEEN PRANK: It's almost Halloween in Ashbrook, New Hampshire and
62-year-old Beatrice Young is just as busy decorating the Cozy Cat Café as she
is deciding on the purrfect costumes for her three crime-solving cats: Hamish,
Petunia, and Lucky. But when a bomb narrowly misses blowing Beatrice's car
to smithereens, it's time to turn her attention to tracking down the perpetrator.
THE SANTA CLAWS BANDIT: Imagine Beatrice Young's surprise when she's
shopping for Christmas presents with her three cats ... and Santa appears
armed with a gun and makes off with a sack full of toys! The sixty-two-year old
amateur sleuth and Cozy Cat Cafe owner had better get to the bottom of this
crazy case, and quickly, because Santa's hitting up stores all over town ... and
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depositing his stash on the lawns of needy kids. With her crime-solving feline
crew in tow, Beatrice tracks down the renegade Santa-all while trying to hold
together a disastrous charity Christmas play and prepare the cafe for the
holiday season. But she'd better be crafty, because this Santa definitely
doesn't want to be caught!
Death of a Gossip
Death of a Glutton
Travel to the Scotland Highlands with this classic Hamish Macbeth cozy mystery from the
author of the Agatha Raisin series. Death of a Perfect Wife: A Hamish Macbeth Mystery
Hamish Macbeth, the laid-back constable of Lochdubh, Scotland, has a new Land Rover to drive
and a Highland summer to savor, but as fast as rain rolls in from the loch, his happy life goes to
hell in a handbasket. The trouble begins when his beloved Priscilla Halburton-Smythe returns
from London . . . with a fiance on her arm. His miseries multiply when clouds of midges (the
diabolical Scottish mosquito) descend on the town. Then a paragon of housewifery named Trixie
Thomas moves into Lochdubh with her lapdog husband in tow. The newcomer quickly
convinces the local ladies to embrace low-cholesterol meals, ban tobacco, and begin birdwatching. Soon the town's fish-and-chips-loving men are up in arms. Now faced with the trials
of his own soul, Macbeth must solve Lochdubh's newest crime-the mysterious poisoning of the
perfect wife.
‘Dear Old Shakespeare!’ Charles Paris can hardly wait. He’s already endured the amateur
theatre company’s production of ‘Dear Old Chekhov’. God only knows what this self-centred
group will do to the Bard. But before Charles can escape to the nearest bar, the company’s
young and beautiful leading lady turns up dead, Charles’s friend Hugo is charged with the
crime, and Charles’s interest is very much revived.
Sergeant Hamish Macbeth--Scotland's most quick-witted but unambitious policeman--returns in
M.C. Beaton's new mystery in her New York Times bestselling series. Nobody loves an honest
man, or that was what police sergeant Hamish Macbeth tried to tell newcomer Paul English.
Paul had moved to a house in Cnothan, a sour village on Hamish's beat. He attended church in
Lochdubh. He told the minister, Mr. Wellington, that his sermons were boring. He told tweedy
Mrs. Wellington that she was too fat and in these days of increasing obesity it was her duty to
show a good example. Angela Brody was told her detective stories were pap for the masses and
it was time she wrote literature instead. He accused Hamish of having dyed his fiery red hair. He
told Jessie Currie--who repeated all the last words of her twin sister--that she needed psychiatric
help. "I speak as I find," he bragged. Voices saying, "I could kill that man," could be heard from
Lochdubh to Cnothan. And someone did. Now Hamish is faced with a bewildering array of
suspects. And he's lost the services of his clumsy policeman, Charlie, who has resigned from the
force after Chief Inspector Blair berated Charlie one too many times, and the policeman threw
Blair into the loch. Can Hamish find the killer on his own?
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